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ABSTRACT In an attribute-based encryption, the user is identified with help of some attributes and
their functions for encryption and decryption of the data. The current techniques based on attribute-based
encryption have found that if user’s access structure includes a considerable amount of attribute information
labeled as Don’t Care, then the encryption pairing operation has low calculation efficiency and ciphertext
information redundancy. In this paper, we have proposed a hierarchical multi-authority attribute-based
encryption on prime order groups to tackle these problems. Our encryption technique has a polycentric
attribute authorization system based on an AND gate access structure, with a unified attribute index estab-
lished by each attribute authority throughout the system, to form a binary tree, i.e., attribute access tree.
The state value of the parent node can be determined by the state of its child node in an attribute access
tree. The attribute-based encryption established in this manner is theoretically proven to effectively decrease
the calculation amount for decryption and compress the redundant information in the ciphertext as much
as possible. Our encryption technique has a theoretical and practical significance in the system of ‘‘large
universe’’ constructions.

INDEX TERMS Hierarchical attribute-based encryption, large-universe, multi-authority ciphertext-policy
attribute-based encryption, redundant information removal.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the evolution of web and social media websites more
and more personal data stored over such sites need to be
secured. The classical cryptosystems use keys which need to
be shared with the other party for encryption or decryption.
As one of modern cryptography algorithms, attribute-based
encryption (ABE) has been widely applied and has gained
extensive attention in fields such as cloud storage, social
network, and on-demand online service. Compared to the
classical encryption algorithms, ABE enabled fine-grained
access control and made the development of a more flexible
access control structure possible.

In 2005, Sahai and Waters [1] proposed a fuzzy identity-
based encryption (FIBE) algorithm. This technique considers

a packet of a particular user’s identity information as the input
of data encryption and decryption. Only users conforming to
the access control structure developed by the data owner have
access to the data information. Thus, this technique makes
the achievement of point-to-multipoint communication feasi-
ble, as it was impossible for previous encryption algorithms.
In addition, the data owner can develop a flexible authoriza-
tion structure according to a series of identity information of
a data receiver (user attribute).

In 2006, key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE)
and ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE)
were proposed for the first time by Goyal et. al. [2]. In 2007,
Bethencourt et al. [3] proposed the scheme which was
conceptually similar to Role-based access control where
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data confidentiality is ensured even with untrusted servers.
At the same time, the first CP-ABE with an AND gate
access structure by Cheung and Newport [4]. After that,
Sun et al. [5] proposed a method based on AND gate
verifiable attribute-based keyword search, and does not
depend on a always online trusted authority, and is safe and
efficient.

However, the ABE techniques discussed above are all
single-authority ABEs. With the rapid increase of web
communication capacity, single-authority gradually fails
to meet the needs of users due to its low efficiency.
Therefore, Chase [6] proposed a multi-authority attribute-
based encryption (MA-ABE), in which multiple Attribute
Authorities (AAs) emerge to administer user’s attributes.
In MA-ABE, the system allots a global identifier (GID) to
every user, which is connected to the attribute key issued
by AAs, in order to prevent a collusion attack. The possible
emergence of one Central Authority (CA) [6]–[9], or a num-
ber of CAs, or no CA [10]–[12] in the MA-ABE is worthy
of noting. In particular, as CA has the Master Key (MK) of
the whole system, the MK will be divulged upon an attack,
which endangers the security of the whole system. But most
of the researchers looked at the constant ciphertext length
of lightweight encryption algorithm. However, it is also an
urgent problem to effectively reduce the cipher redundant
information in the ‘‘big universe’’ attribute cryptosystem,
in order to reduce the network pressure and improve the
storage efficiency. More related work will be pointed out in
the subsequent chapters.

Based on the above work, this paper proposes a MA
CP-ABE scheme using AND-gate to solve the problem of
authorization in the system of ‘‘big universe,’’ which makes
it more suitable for practical application. This solution can
effectively reduce the computational expense and decrease
the ciphertext’s length when users build sparse attribute
access structures (For example, the length of ciphertext will
increase and the efficiency of decryption will be reduced
when the user specifies a lot of ‘‘Don’t Care’’ information.
Therefore, the ‘‘Don’t Care’’ attribute information needs to
be compressed as much as possible to optimize the sys-
tem efficiency.). A number of CAs and AAs emerge in
the system. Each AA indexes the attributes it administers
uniformly (the specific structure will be introduced below,
thus not explained here) for the access structure to have
increased flexibility and for the attributes in each AA to be
added according to requirements. In addition, computation
efficiency is effectively increased in generating and decrypt-
ing ciphertexts. Moreover, this solution adopts a polycentric
(non-center) model, which provides a high security lever for
the system. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) Using hierarchical attributes, the redundant information in
the ciphertext is compressed to improve the system efficiency
and save storage space; 2) The solution is implemented in
a no-central environment, effectively increasing the security;
3) This solution is well compatible with the ‘‘large universe’’
attribute cryptosystem.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. The
first section introduces the research results of the scholars in
this paper, including the development process of ABE and the
application of ABE. The second section briefly introduces
some definition of system. The third section proposes the
scheme formalization and security model. Next, we present
the corresponding specific algorithm. The safety and perfor-
mance analysis is carried out in detail in the fifth section.
At the final section, we summarize the works of this paper.

II. RELATED WORK
With the development of the network and the continuous
increase in the amount of data, the lack of performance
of a single authority has become more apparent. More and
more experts and scholars have begun to pay attention to the
attribute encryption scheme under multiple authorizations.

In [13] a Multi-CA CP-ABE is (was) presented, which
effectively increased the calculation efficiency of Single-CA
and tackled the security problem brought by the Single-CA
controlling the MK. However, this solution is founded
on Composite order groups, which has a huge computa-
tion overhead. Reference [14] puts forward a solution that
builds a multi-attribute authority on prime order groups,
which effectively reduced the computation overhead. In [15],
an attribute-based friend discovery system was constructed
using Shamir’s threshold secret sharing and CP-ABE. In the
system, Trusted Authority (TA) manages a hierarchical AAs,
but must ensure that the TA is absolutely trustworthy and
that it is limited by the size of the attribute set. In [16]
and [17], the length of a ciphertext is fixed and controllable,
and the performance of the system is improved, the proposed
solution only applies to limited attribute encryption systems.
In [18] a decentralized multi-authority ABE is given, with
multiple CAs and AAs. In this solution, the identity key of
users is cooperatively authorized by multiple CAs. However,
the authorization access structure in the ciphertext is hidden;
therefore, the attributes of all attribute authorities must be
calculated, which ensures the constant length of the cipher-
text, which is hard to achieve in the system of ‘‘large uni-
verse’’ constructions. In [19], the use of the file is hierarchical
encryption, effectively enhance the encryption efficiency, the
idea of a certain reference, but the program on the access
control policy update is a challenge. In [20], an authority
that permits the existence of multiple independent authori-
ties and any polynomial number is put forward to monitor
attributes. The issuing of keys and decryption information
can be decrypted rapidly without the online solutions of
all authorities. In [21], according to the previous MA-ABE
program proposed a more flexible encryption authorization
system, in the systemwithout all the certification body online,
and the user’s key and GID binding to defend against conspir-
acy attacks. At the same time the authority of the system can
work independently, making the system more flexible.

Although most researchers have done a lot of research on
the length of the constant ciphertext, there are two problems:
1) they can’t meet the needs of the ‘‘large universe’’ system;
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TABLE 1. Related work analysis.

2) the ciphertext contains some redundant information; and so
on. The next part of the relevant research will be compared in
the form of a table, as shown in Table 1:

III. PREPARATION
A. BLIINEAR LOGARITHM
Assume that G and GT are two multiplication cyclic groups,
having its order as a prime number p, g is a generator of
Group G, and thus, a bilinear map: e : G × G → GT exists
with the following properties:

1) Bilinearity: for any u, v ∈ G; a, b ∈ Zp, e(ua, vb) =
e(u, v)ab

2) Non-degeneracy: for calculation, e(g, g) 6= 1
3) Symmetry: e(,) is a symmetry operation, i.e., e(ga, gb) =

e(gb, ga) = e(g, g)ab

B. ACCES POLICY
Definition 1 (Access Structure [22], [23]): Assuming that
P = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pn} is a participant set, AS ∈ 2P, AS
an authorized set, and 2P the attributes set of all P subsets.
If ∀A,B conforms to A ∈ AS, A ⊆ B and B ∈ AS, thenAS is
a monotonic access structure. An access structure conforming
to AS is called an authorized set, whereas those that do not
conform to AS are non-authorized sets.
Definition 2 (AND-Gate Access Structure [4]): Assume

that M = {1, 2, . . . ,m} is the attribute in the global attribute
domain in the number of m, and for attribute i ∈ M, text i
exists representing its semantics in the access structure. Text
i has three representations: +i (positive), ¬i (negative), and
ī (Don’t Care). Assume that the access structure is W =

∧i∈M i
−

if user set S conforms to access structureW , S |= W ;

otherwise, S |6= W .
Definition 3: In the structure of hierarchical attribute access

tree 0: each attribute authority encodes the attributes in the
domain, offering every attribute its own index, and then
establishes a binary tree. In the non-leaf node T[i...j] of this
attribute tree, the initial sequence number is the index value
of the leftmost leaf node below this non-leaf node; the closing
sequence is the index value of the rightmost leaf node of this
non-leaf node. In leaf node T2n+i, n represents the number of

TABLE 2. Important abbreviations and their meanings.

attributes included in the attribute access tree. In particular,
when the number of attributes is uneven, a null attribute of
which the expression value is ī will constantly be supple-
mented on the rightmost side of the binary tree to maintain
the balance of all non-leaf child nodes in the attribute tree.
The attribute access tree established for a particular attribute
authority k is defined as 0k .

C. SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
D. INTRACTABILITY ASSUMPTION
It determines the bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DBDH) problem:
in the bilinear group G, established in 1.1, of which the order
is prime number p, Zp is a finite domain, a, b, c, h ∈ Zp.
Establish two four-tuple: (ga, gb, gc, (g, g)abc) and
(ga, gb, gc, (g, g)h).
The adversary A cannot distinguish the above mentioned

two tetrads with a non-negligible advantage in one poly-
nomial time. The advantage of adversary A is defined as
follows:

AdvDBDHB =

∣∣∣∣ Pr[B(ga, gb, gc, (g, g)abc) = 1]
−Pr[B(ga, gb, gc, (g, g)h) = 1]

∣∣∣∣
IV. SCHEME FORMALIZATION AND SECURITY MODEL
A. CONCEPTS OF THE SCHEME FORMALIZATION
As shown in Fig.1, this scheme adopted by the overall archi-
tecture can be roughly divided into four parts: 1) the data
owner, 2) data receiver, 3) data storage side, 4) authorized
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institution (including a number of central authority and a
number of properties authorized institution). The data owner
submits the access control policy to the authorization mech-
anism; The authorizer generates the required material for
encryption and sends it to the data owner; The data owner
encrypts the text and stores the ciphertext information on
the data storage side according to the material sent by the
authorized institution. Receiver when there is data from the
data store side ciphertext information, and the user’s keys
will be issued by authorized institution for the information,
when the data of the receiver does not meet the specified
data owners access control policy, will not be able to decrypt
the ciphertext information correctly. The above is the encryp-
tion and decryption authorization process for the data of the
scheme, and the scheme will be formally introduced below.

In a hierarchical multi-attribute authorization model, sev-
eral CA = {CA1,CA2, . . . ,CAl} exist, l is the number of
CAs; several AA = {AA1,AA2, . . . ,AAt }, t is the num-
ber of AAs; and several u (user)s emerge. In a system,
each user is allocated an exclusive identifier GID. Central
authority allocates identity keys relevant to the GID of users;
AA offers user attribute-related keys. Each AAj administers
an attribute domainUj and with any AAi,Ui∩Uj = ∅, which
makes every attribute to be administered by one particular
AA exclusive and the attributes administered by each AA
coexist with one another. The global attributes set U =

∪
t
j=1Uj = {1, 2, . . . ,m} is special because the attributes in

the global domain, in the number of m, have an exclusive
index value, and the index in each attribute is also exclusive.
For better comprehension, all nodes of an attribute access
tree are expressed as Tk,[...], attribute authority AAk as k , and
information of the nodes on the access tree established by this
attribute authority as [. . .].
The solution in this paper contains seven algorithms,

of which the constitution is described as follows:
1. setup(1λ → δ) : Takes input as the safe random

parameter 1λ in the system, and the system outputs the
global public parameter δ, a safe signature algorithm
6sign = (KenGen, Sign,Verify) and the system’s mas-
ter key parameter MK .

2. CAsetup(δ, d → CPKd ,CSKd ,CAPVd ) : Takes
input as the global public parameter δ and the
index of every CA adopting the initialization algo-
rithm, and the system outputs identity public param-
eter CPKd , the private identification key CSKd of
authority CAd , and CAd ’s corresponding verification
signature CAPVd .

AAsetup(δ, k → Tk,i, tk,i) : Operates the initial algorithm
with every AA by inputting the global public parameter δ;
for AAk , output attribute public parameter ∪Tk,i, attribute
implicit parameter∪tk,i, and AAk ’s corresponding public ran-
dom parameter rk .

3. Encryption(δ,M ,W → CT ) : Input message M,
the global public parameter δ, and access structure W
designated by the user; adopt the encryption algorithm
for attribute access tree 0 established by traversing

the attribute authority; and obtain the user’s enciphered
data CT .

4. CAKeyGen(D′,GID → D,D∗,2,4) : The user
offers CAd a GID, CAd will input the parameter r
generated by AA and the user’s exclusive identifier
GID and then outputs the private identification key
SKCAd = (D,D∗,2)and the attribute key generation
parameter 4.

5. AAKeyGen(r,∪tk,i,GID, 4→ Di,Fi) : The user uGID
applies to AAk for a private attribute key; AAk will
then verify the identity information offered by the user.
If the information is genuine, then AAk will input the
allocated rk and ∪tk,i and will output a set of private
attribute key SKAA = ({〈Di,Fi〉 |i ∈M }) for the user.
As the user only has to own the private attribute key
corresponding to his/her own attributes set, the key can
only contain the index information of the attributes.
If not genuine, then the issuing of attribute key will be
terminated.

6. Decryption(D∗, SK ,CT → M ) : The authorized user
inputs the private attribute key SKAA, private identifi-
cation key SKCA, and ciphertext CT provided by the
system, and then the system operates the encryption
algorithm according to the information offered by the
user. If the user conforms to the access structure, then
M becomes the input; otherwise,⊥ and the process will
be terminated.

B. SECURITY MODEL
In the security confirmation process, a Challenger and an
Adversary are defined. The Adversary chooses and chal-
lenges a Challenger, and the chosen Challenger accepts this
challenge to play an indistinguishable under chosen plaintext
attack (IND-CPA) game.
The rules of an IND-CPA game are as follows:
1) System initialization: A challenger inputs a random

parameter λ, and then the system’s public parameter δ
and master key parameter MK are generated.

2) Phase I: The Adversary presents the attributes set
S = (att1, . . . , attm) to the Challenger, which it wants
to inquire and its exclusive identifier GID, and then
the Challenger generates the corresponding private
attribute key and identification key by operating the
key generation algorithm and presents them to the
Adversary.

3) Challenging phase: The Adversary chooses and
presents to the Challenger two messages M0 and M1
with the same length and an authorized access set Q,
which it wants to challenge. S ∩ Q = ∅ is worthy
of note. The Challenger randomly chooses b ∈ {0, 1},
computes the ciphertext CTb = Encryption(Mb, δ,Q),
and presents the latter to the Adversary.

4) Phase II: The Adversary repeats the work in Phase I
and continues to inquire the private attribute key of an
attributes set O = (attm+1, . . . , attn). O ∩ Q = ∅ is
worthy of note. The Challenger computes the private
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FIGURE 1. System overall structure diagram.

attribute key according to the attribute value in the
attributes set Oand presents this attribute key to the
Adversary.

5) Guess phase: The Adversary inputs his conjecture
about b′ ∈ {0, 1} according to the information in hand.
If b = b′, then the Adversary wins.

The advantage probability of the Adversary’s winning is
defined as ε :=

∣∣Pr[b′ = b]− 1/2
∣∣

V. DESIGN OF THE SCHEME CONSTRUCTION
According to [13], if the solution is adaptively secure, then
the number of CAs in a trusted environment will not influence
system security. Despite, a single CAhas the ability to encrypt
all the ciphertexts in the system. Therefore, to better compre-
hend the system algorithm dealing with single-CA systems,
it is described in this paper in addition to security analysis.
The key generation algorithm for multi-CA systems will be
dealt with later.

A. CONSTRUCTION FOR SINGLE-CA SYSTEMS
Setup: Input a security parameter 1λ in the system, and then
the system will generate two multiplication cyclic groups G
and GT , of which the order is prime number p, which adopts
the group generation algorithm. Group G’s generator is g.
Meanwhile, there is a chosen signature algorithm6sign =

(KenGen, Sign,Verify), whose existence cannot be fabri-
cated, and then output the global public parameter δ =
(e, g,G,GT , p, 6sign).
CASetup: Choose a random number y, µ ∈ Zp, assume

Y = e(g, g)y, CPK = Y as the public encrypting parameter
and CSK = y as CA’s master key, and uses the signature
algorithm to obtain VerifyKey = µ, CAPV = (SignKey, µ).
AASetup: The global attribute authority randomly

selects r, z1, z2, . . . , z3m ∈ Zp, in which m represents the
number of attributes included in the global attribute domain;

meanwhile, for the non-leaf nodes x = [i . . . j] in the attribute
authority AAk , randomly selected zk,x ∈ Zp and Zk,x =
gzk,x exists. At the same time, r =

∑t
k=1 rk , where k =

(1, 2, . . . , t) is the index of attribute authorities.
For better comprehension, the attributes in the system

in this paper are indexed. For a single AA, the index
can be used independently and without repetition or the
need to know the existence of the other attribute authori-
ties; attribute authorization can be operated independently.
Zi = gzi exists, in which Zi,Zn+i,Z2n+i exists, corre-
sponding to +i(Positive),−i(Negative),Don′tCare, respec-
tively. Therefore, the public attribute parameter ∪Zk,i =
Zk,1, . . . ,Zk,3n and the implicit attribute parameter ∪zk,i =
zk,1, . . . , zk,3n, where k = (1, 2, . . . , t) is the index of
attribute authorities.
Encryption: Set plaintextM and select first-time encrypted

random parameter s ∈ Zp, and then the encrypted plain-
text C = M · Y s and C ′ = gs are generated. The user
establishes an access control structure I ∈ M (M is the
global attributes set) and sets an access control structure
W = ∧i∈I i

−

.

In the present study, a recursive algorithm Traversal is
defined; a balanced binary tree has been defined previously;
thus, every internal node of the binary tree includes two child
nodes.

1) First, define attk,i and attk,i+1 as two leaf nodes,
of which the corresponding attribute values are i and
i+ 1.

• If for every i ∈ I or i + 1 ∈ I, the following equation
exists: if i

−

= +i, C ′′k,i = Z sk,i; if i
−

= −i, C ′′k,i = Z sk,n+i;

and if (i ∈M\I) ∧ (i+ 1 ∈ I), C ′′k,i = Z sk,2n+i. Mean-
while, if the relationship is contained in the ciphertext,
then return to 1;

• If i /∈ I ∧ i+ 1 /∈ I, then return to 0.
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2) If attk,i and attk,i+1 are two non-leaf nodes, then oper-
ate Traversal, of which the rules are as follows:

• If two non-leaf nodes attk,i and attk,i+1 both return to 1,
then return to 1;

• If two non-leaf nodes attk,i and attk,i+1 both return to 0,
then return to 0;

• If attk,i returns to 0 and attk,i+1 returns to 1, then
define C ′′k,atti = T sk,atti and write C ′′k,atti and its corre-
sponding node information into the ciphertext, and then
return to 1.

Lastly, the encrypted ciphertext CT = (W ,C,C ′, {C ′′ =
5C ′′k,i∈M}) is written.
CAkeygen: According to the user’s exclusive identifier,

randomly select for oGID ∈ Zp for him; hence, D =

e(g, g)oGID , D∗ = gy−r , 2 = 1/oGID, and then get CA’s
private identification key SKCA = (D,D∗,2). It operates
the signature algorithm, sign (Signkey,GID), and then gets
ϑGID and the generation parameter of the user’s attribute key
4 = (ϑGID,GID), which is only used for the AA generating
attribute key.
AAKeyGen: On receiving an attribute authorization

request, AAk it extracts the verification information CAPV
in 4 at the beginning. If verification fails, then ⊥ will be the
output. Assume that rGID ∈ Zp is a random parameter and

r = rGID =
i=m,k=t∑
i,k=1

rGID,k,i, rGID,k,x = 6rGID,k,i (i repre-

sents all of x’s child nodes). Assume that the user’s attributes
set is S and that i ∈ M exists, if and only if i ∈ S, i

−

= +i;

when i /∈ S, i
−

= −i. When the attribute i ∈ M and i ∈ S,

assume that D′GID,k,i = g(rGID,k,i/zk,i)·oGID ; when the attribute
i ∈ M\S, assume D′GID,k,i = g(rGID,k,i/zk,n+i)·oGID ; when
i /∈ M, assume F ′GID,k,i = g(rGID,k,i/zk,2n+i)·oGID ; for non-leaf
nodes, F ′GID,k,x = g(rGID,k,x/zk,x )·oGID exists. Lastly, the private

attribute key SKAA = ({
〈
D′k,i,F

′
k,i

〉
|k = {1 . . . t}, i ∈M }) is

obtained.
Decryption: Input ciphertext CT = (W ,C,C ′, {C ′′i∈M}),

private attribute key SKAA = (
{ 〈
D′k,i,F

′
k,i

〉
|k = {1 . . . t} ,

i ∈ M
}
), and CA’s private identification key SKCA =

(D,D∗). Then, it extract access control structureW = ∧i∈I i
−

from CT , determine user attributes set S, and access control
structure W ; if S does not conform to W , then ⊥ will be
the output and the encryption will be terminated; otherwise,
all attributes i ∈ I will be encrypted in the following
process:

1) If node x is a leaf node:
• If attribute i ∈ S and attribute setting i

−

= +i, then

N1 = 5(e(C ′′k,i,D
′
k,i)

= e(Z sk,i, g
(rGID,k,i/zk,i)·uGID )

= e(gzk,i·s, g(rGID,k,i/zk,i)·uGID )

= e(g, g)s·rGID,k,i·uGID )

• If attribute i /∈ S and attribute setting i
−

= −i, then

N2 = 5(e(C ′′k,i,D
′
k,i)

= e(Z sk,n+i, g
(rGID,k,i/zk,n+i)·uGID )

= e(gs·zk,n+i , g(rGID,k,i/zk,n+i)·uGID )

= e(g, g)s·rGID,k,i·uGID )

• If attribute setting i
−

is Don′tCare, then

N3 = 5(e(C ′′k,i,D
′
k,i)

= e(Z sk,2n+i, g
(rGID,k,i/zk,2n+i)·uGID )

= e(gs·zk,2n+i , g(rGID,k,i/zk,2n+i)·uGID )

= e(g, g)s·rGID,k,i·uGID )

2) If node x is a non-leaf node:

N4 = 5(e(C ′′k,i,D
′
k,i)

= e(Z sk,x , g
(rGID,k,x/zk,x )·uGID )

= e(gs·zk,x , g(rGID,k,i/zk,x )·uGID )

= e(g, g)s·rGID,k,i·uGID )

Calculate the above result

K = e(N1N2N3N4) · e(e(C ′,D∗) · D)

= e(g, g)s·rGID·uGID · e(e(g, g)s·(y−rGID) · e(g, g)uGID )

= e(g, g)s·y·uGID

= Y s·uGID

then

M = C/K2

B. ESTABLISHMENT OF MUITIPLE CENTRAL AUTHORITIES
For the establishment of multiple central authorities, we have
used two algorithms, which differ from those utilized for
single central authorities:

1. CASetup: Each CA adopts this algorithm. Randomly
select a random number yd , µd ∈ Zp. Assuming that
Yd = e(g, g)yd , where CPKd = Yd is the public
encryption parameter and CSKd = yd is the master
key of CAd . Use the signature algorithm to derive
VerifyKeyd = µd , CAPVd = (SignKeyd , µd ).

2. CAkeygen: According to the user’s GID, Dd =

e(g, g)oGID , D∗ = g
∑
yd−rGID , 2d = 1/oGID,

and then CAd ’s private identification key SKCAd =
(Dd ,D∗d ). Next, it adopts the signature algorithm, sign
(Signkeyd ,GIDd ) to generate ϑGID,d , and then obtains
the generation parameter of the user’s attribute key
4d = (ϑGID,d ,GID).

In the establishment of global master key y, it builds a
polynomial threshold function with the Lagrange interpo-
lation formula. The user can be authorized only when the
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number of keys exceeds the safety limit. The other algorithms
are roughly the same as those of single central authorities.
In a polycentric authority solution, the user accesses each
central authority to obtain identity authorization information;
the authorized attribute keys issued by attribute authorities are
different for various central authorities.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE
COMPARISON
A. SECURITY ANALYSIS
According to DBDH intractability assumption in 1.3,
no Adversary A can distinguish the two tetrads (ga, gb, gc,
(g, g)abc) and (ga, gb, gc, (g, g)h) in one non-negligible poly-
nomial time. If an Adversary can win the IND-CPA
game in one non-negligible polynomial time, then it
can distinguish the above mentioned two four-tuple in
one non-negligible polynomial time, which are obviously
contradictory.

Assume that G and GT are two multiplication cyclic
groups, of which the order is prime number p, g a generator
of Group G, and then a bilinear map: e, and a, b, c, and h
constitute DBDH intractability assumption, and a coin-throw
set v ∈ {0, 1} exists. When a challenger randomly throws a
coin, if v = 0, then the value of Z will be e(g, g)abc; otherwise,
e(g, g)h. sim plays a challenger and assumes that A = ga,
B = gb, C = gc, and Z , and, it simultaneously operates
random coin v and takes the challenge from Adversary A.
System Initialization: Adversary A initiates a request, and

sim takes the challenge. Assume that Y = e(A,B) = e(g, g)ab

and define the master key to be y = a · b. Assume that
i ∈ M, randomly select αi, βi, χi, σi ∈ Zp, and then the
public attribute parameter is the output. The rules are as
follows:

• When attribute i ∈M and i = +i, Zi = gαi , Zn+i = Bβi ,
Z2n+i = Bχi ;

• When attribute i ∈M and i = −i, Zi = Bαi , Zn+i = gβi ,
Z2n+i = Bχi

• When attribute i /∈ M, Zi = Bαi , Zn+i = Bβi , Z2n+i =
bχi ;

• When i is a non-leaf child node, then ti = b·σi or ti = σi,
and the value of Ti can be evaluated.

Phase I: A selects an attributes set I, which it wants to
challenge, requests that attributes set I ⊆ M, and provides
simwith identity GID, which will be used and its attributes set
S ∩ I =. Subsequently, sim receives the information from A
and operates the key generation algorithm, and CA generates
private identification key SKCA = (D,D∗,2) and attribute
key’s generation parameter 4d = (CAPVd , ϑGID,d ,GID);
AA verifies the identity; if the identity is genuine, then the
user’s attribute key will be generated according to the follow-
ing rules below:

Assuming that attributes set S does not conform to access
structure I; at least one attribute j should conform to the
following conditions: j ∈ S and j = −j, or j /∈ S and j = +j.
Assume that everything is j /∈ S and j = +j.

Randomly select {r ′GID,i}1≤i≤m ∈ Zp. If i 6= j, rGID,j =
a · b+ r ′GID,j · b, and rGID,i = r ′GID,i · b. Therefore,

rGID =
k=t,i=m∑
k,i=1

rGID,k,i = ab+
k=t,i=m∑
k,i=1

r ′GID,k,i · b,

because

D∗ = gy−r = gab−rGID;

hence,

D∗ = g1 = 5k=t,i=m
k,i=1 (1/Br

′
GID,k,i ),

where

1 = −

k=t,i=m∑
k,i=1

r ′GID,k,i · b.

1. For the generation of the attribute key of leaf
nodes j /∈ S, j ∈ I, and j = +j in the access tree,
the rules are as follows:

• For every i 6= j:
When i ∈ S, if i ∈ I ∧ i = +i,

D′GID,k,i = B(r
′
GID,k,i/αk,i)·oGID = g(rGID,k,i/αk,i)·oGID;

if (i ∈ I ∧ i = +i) ∨ i /∈ I,

D′GID,k,i = g(r
′
GID,k,i/αk,i)·oGID = g(rGID,k,i/(b·αk,i))·oGID;

When i /∈ S, if i ∈ I ∧ i = −i,

D′GID,k,i = B(r
′
GID,k,i/βk,i)·oGID = g(rGID,k,i/βk,i)·oGID;

if (i ∈ I ∧ i = +i) ∨ i /∈ I,

D′GID,k,i = g(r
′
GID,k,i/αk,i)·oGID = g(rGID,k,i/(b·αk,i))·oGID;

To get the value of F ′GID, initially calculate

F ′GID,k,j =
(
A(1/χk,j) · g(r

′
GID,k,j/χk,j)

)oGID
= g(rGID,k,j/(b·χk,j))·oGID;

If i ∈ I,

F ′GID,k,i = g(r
′
GID,k,i/χk,i)·oGID = g(rGID,k,i/(b·χk,i))·oGID;

otherwise,

F ′GID,k,i = B(r
′
GID,k,i/χk,i)·oGID = g(rGID,k,i/χk,i)·oGID;

2. To generate the attribute key of non-leaf node x =
[i . . . j] in the access tree, the rules are as follows:

• For access structures in j′ /∈ [i . . . j],

F ′GID,k,x = 5
j
x=iB

(r ′GID,k,x/σk,x )·oGID;

• For some of the access structures in j′ ∈ [i . . . j],

F ′GID,k,x = 5
j
x=ig

(r ′GID,k,x/σk,x )·oGID;

• For all access structures in j′ ∈ [i . . . j],

F ′GID,k,x = A ·5j
x=ig

(r ′GID,k,x/σk,x )·oGID .
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According to AAKeyGen, users can use the attribute key
of child nodes to generate the attribute key of its parent node.
Challenging Phase: A selects and presents to the Chal-

lenger sim twomessagesM0 andM1 with the same length and
an authorized access setQ, which it wants to challenge. Chal-
lenger sim randomly selects b ∈ {0, 1}, encrypts Mb, obtains
the encrypted ciphertext CTb = Encryption(Mb, δ,Q), and
presents the latter to the Opponent. The specific encryption
process is described in Section 4
Phase II: A repeats the work in Phase I and continues to

inquire sim.
Guess Phase: A outputs its conjecture about b, b′.

If b′ = b, then simwill output v = 0; otherwise, v = 1. There-
fore, Adversary A can distinguish Mb with a non-negligible
advantage ε in one polynomial time, which contradicts the
DBDH intractability problem.

B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
If the user uses an authorized attributes set sparser then the
global attributes set, then the solution in [18] can effectively
reduce ciphertext length and computational expense.We have
addressed these issues in this paper. This paper proposed a
solution that expresses the access structure that the user devel-
ops with as few elements as possible. According to theoretical
analysis, in a user-designated access structure set, if there are
few concerning elements, then the solution proposed in this
paper will reduce the number of indexes during encryption
and parings during decryption from n to at most log(n).
In the following content, the hierarchical attribute-based

encryption proposed in this paper is compared with the exist-
ing solutions. We assume that attribute elements in the num-
ber ofm, l is the matrix linage in linear secret sharing scheme
LSSS in the global field, L is thematrix linagewhich the users
use during decryption; the comparative solutions are mostly
multi-authority solutions, the number of CAs and AAs are
not considered in this paper. Results of the comparison are as
follows:

The above comparison shows that the solution proposed
in this paper cannot ensure a fixed ciphertext length; how-
ever, it can effectively decrease index and paring compu-
tation during encryption and decryption, respectively, when
user-designated relatively global attributes are few, which
can effectively reduce internet usage and raise encryption
computation efficiency in many contexts.

In order to better represent the optimization of the encryp-
tion, decryption, and cipher text lengths of the program,
the following three aspects will be theoretically analyzed and
proved:

First, a balanced binary tree 0 is defined, assuming that
the number of leaf nodes is n, and the number of leaf nodes
is 1, 2, . . . , n-1, n respectively. For example, Figure 2 shows.
Other nodes are named after the attribute numbers contained
in their child nodes respectively. . Analyze two kinds of
situations: 1) When the user only sets the number 1 as the
attribute that the user pays attention to (ie the attribute value is
‘‘Positive’’ or ‘‘Negative’’), other attributes are not concerned

FIGURE 2. Construction of attribute tree.

(that is, the attribute value is ‘‘Don’’’ t Care’’); 2) The user
needs (or cares) for all attributes.
For Scenario 1: According to the encryption opera-

tion, attributes 1 and 2 are child nodes of the attribute
node [1], [2]. When performing the recursive operation in the
algorithm, attributes1 ∈ I and attributes2 /∈ I, if (Value of
attribute 1) = +i, C ′′k,i = Z sk,i; if (Value of attribute 1) = −i,
C ′′k,i = Z sk,n+i; for (Value of attribute 2) ∈ M\I, C ′′k,i =
Z sk,2n+i. Including it in ciphertext returns 1 at the same
time; because other node’s attribute values are ‘‘Don’t Care,’’
i /∈ I ∧ i + 1 /∈ I returns 0. Perform the operations in
Encryption (2) to get the ciphertext.

Therefore, in this case, the length of the attribute ciphertext
contained in the ciphertext is effectively compressed, and the
length of the ciphertext is shortened. It is worth noting that
the optimal effect of this scheme appears in all the attribute
values ‘‘Don ’t Care’.
For Scenario 2: (Value of attribute) = +i exists for each

attribute when encrypting, (Value of attibute) = −i exists for
C ′′k,i = Z sk,i, or C

′′
k,i = Z sk,n+i , and it is included in ciphertext

and returns 1 at the same time; the operation in Encryption(2)
is finalized Ciphertext.

It can be concluded that in scenario 2, the result of com-
puting the ciphertext is the same as the length of the attribute
ciphertext contained in the ciphertext obtained by using the
AND Gate under normal conditions.

In the above proof, only the number of encryption indexes
and the length of the ciphertext are proved. The method of
deciphering the number of pairings is similar to that of the
encryption, and it is not explained here too much.

It can be seen that although the scheme of this paper is to
make the length of the ciphertext constant, it can effectively
reduce the redundant information in the ciphertext in the
attribute-based encryption system of the ‘‘Large Universe’’
level. At the same time, the length of the ciphertext is reduced,
the number of encryption indexes is reduced, and the number
of decryption pairs is reduced.

C. THE APPLICATION OF THE SCHEME
IN DRM ARCHITECTURE
As shown in Fig. 3, in the CyVOD DRM architecture, the
scheme can be used for multi-platform applications for per-
sonal computers and mobile terminals (the system needs to
consider terminal computing power). After the key related
parameters are generated, the relevant parameters are sent
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TABLE 3. Comparison of computation efficiency.

FIGURE 3. Application of scheme in CyVOD DRM architecture.

to the key management authority (attribute authorization) to
generate the relevant key of the receiving user and distributed
to the receiving user. When users use encrypted data, they use
their own private key to decrypt (verify) that only users who
meet the access policy can decrypt the data. For users who
meet the access policy, they can use encrypted data on any of
their own end devices. The user terminal type can be used as
a kind of attribute, and the fine-grained access control to the
user terminal can be realized.

The system does not need to be concerned with the way
that the user obtains the encrypted data, simply verifies the
relevant information of the user’s identity (attribute), issues
the key to the user who satisfies the access policy, and ends
the authorization process. It is worth noting that the key

generation service and the encrypted data storage process are
simplified in the system architecture diagram.

In the application architecture diagram, the provider of
the data (i.e., the data owner) is responsible for encrypting,
developing access control policies, issuing ciphertext, and so
on. The service provider can be divided into two categories:
1) storage service provider, 2) property key management and
distribution provider; The data receiver can be used on the
PC side when downloading the encrypted data, or it can be
downloaded from the mobile terminal. Assume that autho-
rized by a simple case: 1) the data provider using symmetric
encryption algorithm for multimedia data or other large files
encrypted (directly using attribute-based encryption is obvi-
ously not appropriate; the ciphertext produced by symmetric
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encryption is called ‘‘SEM’’;) 2) using ABE encryption sym-
metric encryption key (hereinafter referred to as ‘‘AEK’’),
SEM and AEK are stored in storage service providers so that
data recipients can download (use); 3) data receiver down-
loaded the SEM andAEK, at the same time it has obtained the
relevant with their key attributes, AEK decrypted it to use its
own attributes, thus successfully obtain symmetric encryption
key to decrypt SEM.

Next, we will discuss the use of attribute-based access con-
trol policy implementation problems and context-sensitive
access control methods in the system. Under the CyVOD
system, development was performed using .Net technology
to implement access control based on user attributes, and
achieved some results [25]. The user interface is shown
in Fig.3. In the system, the user only needs to input (select)
the attribute feature value of the group to be authorized, and
the system will sort and optimize through the user’s input
and sort the user’s non-relation (ie, meaningless) attributes
to obtain the minimum generation result. It is easy to see that
the scale of user attributes at the current stage can be extended
to an attribute authorization systemwith the characteristics of
‘‘Large Universe’’.

FIGURE 4. User setting access control policy.

In the fig.4, the part of the red box is the part of the
user setting access control policy, which contains the partial
default value (that is, the user does not set any value as
‘‘irrelevant’’ by default).

At the same time, it is necessary to add context-sensitive
access control methods in the access control strategy [26].
With the development of computing and network computing,
it brings new challenges to access control. Users can access
the network anytime and anywhere, and the user dynamic net-
work access environment also brings new challenges to users’
data security and privacy. In the [27], an access control design
framework based on situational awareness is proposed. Ref-
erence [28] focuses on the birth of NoSQL database and
discusses the fine-grained access control scheme research in
thismedium environment. At the same time, context-sensitive
access control scheme has proposed new requirements for the

attribute based encryption scheme, which has certain guiding
significance in the [29].

The attributes of users often include not only the unchange-
able attribute information such as gender and occupation, but
also the properties of location, access time, etc. that change
with time and space. So when encryption and authorization
for access control strategies, the user’s private key will be
empty at any time change and the request of the new key,
so frequent request a new key and update will not only waste
of network resources, but also reduces the safety of the cipher-
text data (illegal usersmay to virtual space and time according
to this information, so as to cheat the system). Therefore,
in the next system design is based on the appearance of fine
lines on the sensitive access control policy gradually with
the encryption scheme based on attribute in the research and
discussion, this will make the encryption scheme based on
attribute is more suitable for real application scenario, to meet
the needs of the user/group.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The existing techniques have shown that the existing
attribute-based encryptions based on the AND gate access
structure can ensure the constant length of ciphertexts in
encryption mechanisms, which support Don’t Care and have
a constant ciphertext length. However, this kind of encryp-
tion only applies to small-scale attribute encryption systems.
Meanwhile, when more Don’t Care values emerge in the
user-designated access structure, encryption and decryption
efficiency will be lowered significantly, and redundant infor-
mation in the ciphertext will occur, thereby resulting in over-
long ciphertexts and low internet utilization rates.

In order to address these issues, we proposed a poly-
centric hierarchical AND gate attribute encryption in prime
order groups, which applies to system of ‘‘large universe’’
constructions. For the attributes administered in each AA,
the element value of their child nodes is represented by the
nodes of the binary tree by building an attribute binary tree.
This representation can effectively decrease encryption and
decryption computations and ciphertext length for the access
control structure with many Don’t Care element values. The
scheme proposed in this paper can solve the above men-
tioned problems effectively; however, it is limited in capacity
and cannot support access control strategies with flexibility,
which will be the aim of our further research. We also aim to
leverage the scheme to handle the burning security issue of
social media networks [30].
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